
MARCH  
9 TEXTILE WEAVING: Visit the gallery to look closely 
at a traditional Navajo blanket to see how the artist 
carefully weaves strands of color to create patterns and 
shapes. In the studio we’ll learn to weave with yarn and 
strips of colorful paper. 

16 SCULPTURE: Create a hanging sculpture like 
those of glass artist Dale Chihuly! We’ll investigate his 
assemblage of organic forms that make up the gigantic 
Inside & Out before drawing on sheets of clear plastic 
that we will cut and assemble to make into dangling 
chandeliers. 

23 CLAY ANIMALS: Trek through the galleries to see 
how artists use texture and pattern to create animal 
sculptures. In the studio we’ll model and shape self-
hardening clay to create critters of our own. 

30 DRAWING: We’ll take a look at some pictures of 
Los Angeles landmarks by Ed Ruscha in the gallery then 
return to the studio to learn a special art trick that will 
let us create drawings of recognizable landmarks from 
around our city. 

APRIL
6 EASEL PAINTING: Many artists use an easel to give 
their body room to move as they make brushstrokes 
on their canvas. We’ll look at several paintings in the 
gallery to investigate brushstrokes of all types and try 
them out ourselves using easels in the studio. 

13 WATERCOLOR PAINTING: We’ll visit a beautiful 
Japanese screen painting featuring an ornate peacock 
then create a folded painting of patterned feathers using 
watercolor and oil pastels.  

APRIL (CONT’D)
20 SCULPTURE: Learn about balance and form as we 
visit a gigantic sculpture by George Sugarman in the 
Discovery Garden, then create a mini-version using 
interlocking colorful shapes cut from sheets of foam. 

27 ART BOOKS: Join us this week to learn to fold 
paper in order to create books that spring to life. 
We’ll look to see how artist Ed Ruscha creates books 
that stretch out long enough to hold his panoramic 
photographs and make books or our own stretched-
out pictures.  

MAY
4 CHOCOLATE PICTURES: Things get tasty this week 
as we make art while experimenting with materials 
such as ketchup, Jell-O, and chocolate sauce. In the 
gallery we’ll look to find examples of pictures by Ed 
Ruscha made with ‘organic inks’. 

11 TELLING STORIES: A collection of illustrations in 
the galleries from fables around the world will show 
us how a picture can tell a story. We’ll take a look at 
some of our favorite fables then continue the story by 
making illustrations of our own in the studio. 

18 SCULPTURE: We’ll use self-hardening clay to create 
stylized figure sculptures after vising the gardens to see 
All Houser’s Navajo women in bronze.   

25 NATURE PRINTS: Jennifer Steinkamp’s video 
installation of the life cycle of a flowering tree will 
inspire us to create brightly colored prints using leaves 
and blossoms from nature. 

art adventures
AGES 3-5 (with an adult)
Fridays @ 10:30 am
Drop by with your preschooler to see artworks in the galleries and 
to do a simple art-making activity. Art Adventures is a great way 
for young artists to have their first Museum experiences – with a 
grown-up by their side – before coming to art classes on their own.

Joslyn Members: $8.50 adult/child pair per session

General Public: $10 adult/child pair per session

$2 each additional child

Instructor: Therese Straseski
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